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pelikan passion

With fine platinum stripes, 

gleaming abalone shell, and an 

elegant Urushi lacquer sourced 

from the sap of a Japanese tree, 

our Raden Green Ray radiates in 

all colors of the rainbow. It is a 

sumptuous work of art!

the year 20212021 will bring us closer together again  
piece by piece. We are looking for a new normality. What could it 

look like, though? We are looking toward the future and pursuing 

interaction and creation in a very intense way. Our view of the 

“far away” is shifting to a focus on the “close up.” That is why we are 

delving further into the subject matter and showing you how we 

give our best behind the scenes, both personally and technically. 

With the greatest passion for detail, we are going to guide you a little 

bit closer into our world, where we are constantly exploring the new, 

the beautiful, and the positive. An interest in writing is an essen- 

tial part of this, and one which is growing in importance for many  

people. A beautiful sign of our closeness to each other.

Jens Meyer, Global Marketing Manager, Fine Writing Instruments
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we attach the greatest importance to the quality of our  
materials and sophisticated manufacturing methods. Our plant  

in Vöhrum, Lower Saxony, produces solely Pelikan writing instruments that satisfy  

the most exacting of demands. Starting with the still-uncut wedges – like the striped 

material for the Souverän – and continuing through to the individual diamond- 

turned parts, we inject massive amounts of passion and craftsmanship into each  

step of the manufacturing process.

Our writing instruments are made using different methods and materials. Much  

is created through a great degree of craftsman’s finesse, and some of it requires  

machining using high-tech manufacturing methods. The ideal combination of  

these two guarantees the best results. Here and on the next page we describe an  

illustrative selection of possibilities.

Every manufacturing 
process is subject  

to rigorous quality  
standards. That  

means each Souverän  
writing instrument  

(in this case the  
Tortoiseshell) is well 

checked before leaving 
our workshop.

Striped material of 
a highly individual 
nature.

The striped appearance is the primary 

distinguishing feature of our Souverän 

classic. The material for those stripes  

is known as cellulose acetate and is 

manufactured exclusively for Pelikan.

Using cotton as a base material, an 

elaborate process combines it with 

high-grade color pigments and pearl 

effects to produce a malleable mass 

which is molded into a large block.

This process is repeated in parallel with 

a second block of a different color. Both 

blocks are cut into thin sheets that 

are layered on top of one another and 

assembled into a new block.

Sheets are again cut out of this block 

and are then used as the starting 

material for our Souverän writing 

instruments. 

This special process explains how  

the striped Souverän looks and the  

Tortoiseshell series with individual 

pearl effects maintain its fascinating 

appeal. Following the many months 

taken for manufacturing, what results 

are exclusive, unique pieces with a  

luxurious design. More information 

about this on page 6.
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an eye for detail

pelikan fans across the entire world hold our fine writing instruments in high  
regard. however, many are unaware how meticulous the manufacturing methods  
and how individual the elegant materials are. we make no secret of it: the passion 
for detail that is reflected in every decision made is what makes our products so 
coveted. we are avowed adherents of the combination of handiwork and high tech – 
take a look for yourself!

Hand in hand for 
perfection. How 

we guarantee the 
utmost quality.high tech

meets



souverän® 
black-green

1

classic 200200 
brown-marbled

2
toledo® 
gold 3 

maki-e 
fuji & cranes
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good to

1 | souverän black-green stripes
Producing the Souverän model requires a wealth of experience and is very arduous. The 

material for the stripes comes delivered as a large slab. During the first step, we cut long, 

narrow strips from it that are then stamped into small sheets. We heat, bend and weld 

these small sheets, and then inject plastic into the tubes created in order to make the 

finished ink tank. The shaft’s exterior is diamond-turned into the quintessential spherical 

shape, polished to a high sheen, welded with the forepart, and assembled together  

with other components to make the finished product. You can find the Souverän from  

page 42 onward.

2 | classic 200200 marbled
Blocks of material are cast from an acrylic base material mixed with gleaming color  

pigments and pearl effects. They are then made into round bars from which we turn  

marble-finished workpieces. We also inject plastic into the tubes created in order to make 

the finished tank. To achieve the quintessential Pelikan shape, the writing instrument is 

turned from its outside with a natural diamond and, lastly, polished to a high sheen.  

You can find the Classic series from page 72 onward.

3 | toledo gold – handmade pieces of extraordinary uniqueness
Hand-carved detailing made of fine gold adorns our special premium-segment Toledo,

referencing the millennia-old craftsmanship of damascene metal decoration. The motif 

etched into the sterling-silver shaft is blackened in a special process while the raised  

elements are carved by hand, breathing life into the Pelikan bird through the curves of its 

beak, face, and feathers. The finished motif is perfected with 24-karat gold plating. Thanks 

to the artful handiwork of the goldsmith, each Toledo is given its own personal character. 

You can find the Toledo from page 38 onward.

4 | maki-e – tradition-filled japanese handicraft
The name stands for the highly cultivated Japanese craft, which translated means “sprinkled 

picture.” Specially trained artists in Japan turn our Souverän 800/1000 writing instruments 

into valuable works of art with unique “sprinkled” illustrations made of fine gold and silver 

dust and pulverized precious stones. The outline of the motif is sketched out and completed 

with burned urushi lacquer. The artist sets small gold leaf into place, sprinkles gold over  

the shaft multiple times, applies a lacquer to the shaft, polishes it, and paints on intricate 

detail with a few brush hairs. You can find the Maki-e from page 26 onward.

other manufacturing methods
The monotone classics in our range are made from extruded plastic materials and manu-

factured, assembled by hand, and finished using the same intensive processes as all our  

Pelikan writing instruments. But the real highlight? The materials used are self-polishing,  

so they retain their extremely high sheen over many years. 

The Classic 215 Rings is based on the same method. A brass case for the shaft ensures a  

solid weight. This case is finished beforehand by cutting in the rings as design elements, 

galvanizing them in a silver color, and concluding with a clear lacquer for protection.

For our limited edition pieces, we take pleasure in employing additional ideas for finishing 

techniques. That, however, is another story … 
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If your favorite piece is not 

working or you need a 

specific spare part, Pelikan 

Passion Service can help.

More info on page 12.

The color of our unique pieces varies, 

and that is not a production error. 

Rather, it is our absolute intention. 

There are always different pearl  

effects that are created when manu- 

facturing striped material, and 

both the stripe width as well as the 

gradation of the color pigments vary.

preferred  
format: 
unique

M 805 Raden Royal Platinum. Its basic platform is 

the Souverän black. In addition, it is finished using 

the traditional Japanese raden technique, with 

gleaming white mother-of-pearl shell, premium 

urushi lacquer, and platinum striping.

our manufacturing methods are highly diverse, and the method 
we employ depends on the writing instrument we have in mind.

Love at 
first sight: Every 
little facet of these 
beauties possesses an 
irresistible charm.
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the pelikan quality promise

we make quality an experience
Quality is the product of craftsmanship. It is the result of more than a century’s expertise. 

Even so, we rely on much more than just experience. The things that have been tried and 

tested over decades still need to inspire people both today and tomorrow. In order to meet 

the most sophisticated of demands at any time, we are consistently working to increase our 

accomplishment with the greatest passion. We show how you can refine ideas and develop 

visions. This is what Pelikan quality is all about, and how we have worked for 180 years – 

and this philosophy continues to guide us every day. Our promise to you. 

• Unlimited warranty on limited edition pens*

• Three-year warranty on Premium and  

Elegance collections*

• Spare part, repair, and engraving services

our services at a glance

* You can find more information about this in the warranty booklet for your  
 writing instrument or on our Web site at pelikan-passion.com/service



pelikan passion service

Is your favorite piece broken?

The staff at Pelikan Passion Service 

work for customers around the globe 

and know very well the passion that 

our writing instruments inspire.  

They inspect each one in fine detail  

for this very reason. 
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peine, a town roughly 3030 kilometers away from hanover, is home to our pelikan  
factory. it is a place that creates thousands upon thousands of writing instru-
ments that are beloved on all continents. another jewel is pelikan passion service, 
which has taken care of work orders for our retailers and customers here for  
decades. it is a center of competence with a unique selling point: it has four 
highly qualified and remarkably devoted workers who look after the receipt, 
repair, and return of the beloved writing implements that are sent in for repair, 
cleaning, or engraving. a small, fantastic team which uses its extensive expertise 
to make people across the whole world happy!

pelikan service 
cares for the details

personal



pelikan passion service

what tasks does the team have? Thousands of ship-

ments are sent in every year. All customer complaints? Not at all! 

Often it is just the new nib being swapped for another size. Other 

writing instruments are sent in for maintenance or to have their clips 

and caps exchanged. For others, individual components or the piston 

mechanism need to be repaired or changed – the large ink-blue cup-

board has about 17,000 spare parts at the ready. Individual engravings 

are frequently desired, with names, original signatures, or sometimes 

even hearts if it is to be a gift. 

The team truly tries to repair every writing instrument, including 

heavily damaged or historical ones. The oldest was from 1931: an  

M 100 with a dried-on cork seal. It was given a contemporary rubber 

seal so that it could endure for another 100 years. Precision, passion, 

and a knack for the craft are absolutely essential. If a repair cannot  

be performed, we offer an equivalent instrument as a replacement 

for pieces under warranty.

the team is characterized by belonging and experience. 
Every Pelikan Passion Service employee has acquired exceptional proficiency 

so that these prestigious Pelikan writing instruments from around the world 

end up in the best of hands. Each worker is there out of passion. Each worker 

sees what must be done. If one of them is ever unsure, there is always another 

colleague to help. It is not a profession that can be taught, rather, it consists in 

many years of experience that are gained within the company. The specialists 

have been party to all steps in production so that they could develop intense  

familiarity with the writing instruments and “deep dive” into the aftersales 

service. They are intimately acquainted with the wide range of models, which 

reaches into the thousands. They must know every part and component in order 

to repair an instrument. This incomparable wealth of knowledge is essential for 

their high-responsibility task. There is also something that each worker carries  

inside them, and it is not something that is always self-evident: an emotional 

connection with “their” premium writing instruments. The entire team is  

united in finding their work to be a pleasure every day and the most satisfying 

thing of all to be making their customers happy. 

there is not a day without gratitude. The service team receives 

an enormous amount of positive feedback. One well-known actor expressed  

his gratitude with CDs and audiobooks because his beloved M 200 had been  

repaired so extraordinarily well. An elderly lady, meanwhile, sent in hand- 

crafted Christmas decorations because her M 400 – the last remaining object 

that had belonged to her deceased husband – finally wrote again! Page-long 

letters, e-mails, cookies, chocolates, and many more tokens of appreciation  

show how close writing instruments are to people’s hearts – for both parties! 
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ink in the veins, 
an eye for the essential

Ink not flowing properly?

Our workers flush water through 

the ink feeder so that the ink 

flows again without stopping.

Another of the Pelikan 
Service possibilities: 

engraving to 
personalize a writing 
instrument or freshen 

up some lettering. 

Engravings are cut into  
the material and colored 

completely with hard wax, 
with the remaining dye 

being polished away.  
The color remains solely  

within the depth of the  
engraving, hardens, and 
lasts close to an eternity. 



gut zu

Wir schleifen ausschließlich Souverän-  

Goldfedern in Bicolor-Optik in  

diversen Federgrößen. Anmeldung 

unter: pelikan-passion.com 

good to

We cut only two-tone, gold 

Souverän nibs in various sizes.  

More information:  

www.pelikan-passion.com 

contact your local pelikan distributor in your  
country and describe the customer inquiry. The Pelikan distributor will 

clarify further steps with the export customer service at Pelikan headquarters.

1. 
you as a pelikan dealer receive all information from the local 

Pelikan distributor, so that you can clarify the further procedure in direct 

contact with the end consumer.

2. 
if the writing instrument needs to be sent in, please 

send it directly to your local Pelikan distributor – always individually packed 

in our repair bag! Very important: Include detailed information on the nature 

of the fault or a description of the desired service.

3. 
our repair service will send the repaired writing  
instrument back to the local pelikan distributor and 
get in contact with you as the dealer. Then the repaired writing 

instrument will be sent to you, so you can forward it to the end consumer.

4. 

how to obtain 
our service
all pelikan writing instruments in need of repair or other
services, such as maintenance, cleaning, nib exchange, etc.,  
can be handled by our pelikan passion service. we ask our  
international pelikan dealers to kindly follow these steps:

You will find a list of contact persons on pelikan-passion.com or in the warranty 
booklet of the writing instrument. If we do not have a Pelikan representative in your 
country, please send us an e-mail: international@pelikan.com

pelikan passion service
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nib  
sizes

perfection down to the 
last detail – something 

reflected in each indi- 
vidual pelikan nib. This is  

ensured by our highly qualified 

employees. They use their decades 

of experience and genuine knack for 

their craft to turn fine pieces of gold 

into the piece that forms the heart of 

every fountain pen: the exceptional 

Pelikan nibs. The perfect combina-

tion of craftsmanship and modern 

technology is the basis for these small 

works of art. Depending on the model,  

nibs are made from 14- or 18-karat  

gold and are occasionally also  

rhodium-plated in order to achieve  

a prestigious, silver appearance.  

After a process involving numerous  

meticulous steps, each nib’s manu-

facture is completed in-house with 

the “final touch”: each nib is tested 

while flowing without ink over the 

paper. A certain special touch is  

required for this – a touch that can-

not be replicated by a machine.

1716 17

nib
utmost precision and individuality: the perfect mix. 

A popular date for all of our customers with a passion for writing, for beginners, 

and for collectors of high-quality writing instruments who want to have a  

“Make a Wish Nib” made for them. To fulfill the requirements associated with  

Covid, the offering has been slightly reduced and is now a one-on-one service. 

 The extremely cheerful atmosphere is appreciated greatly by all guests. 

“The level of skill that the specialists have when it comes to nibs is awe-inspiring. 

Even the noise made by the nib as it writes is factored in when the personal  

nib is cut,” reports a highly impressed Sandra Paradiek. Detlev Köhn, from  

Engineering, Fine Writing, receives high praise for this individual service  

which delights fountain pen fans.

The custom-made nib 

emphasizes an individual’s 

handwriting.

The nibs. The writers. The feeling.  
The prestigious materials for our pieces 

of gold guarantee a smooth writing 
experience. All writers need their own, 

individual nib and matching writing 
instrument to experience this.  

The pressure applied to the paper, the  
hand’s position when writing, and  
the hand’s size factor into this, too. Cap, complete Nib Ink reservoirClipClip

nut

Base, complete Top, completeClip Clip
nut

Ink reservoir FinialCap, complete ClipClip
nut

 Fountain pen

 Rollerball

 Ballpoint pen | mechanical pencil



ink of the year
®

Aquamarine 2016

Amethyst 2015

Garnet 2014

Amber 2013

Turmaline 2012

2021

edelstein ink of the year

Golden Beryl 2021* 

Moonstone 2020

Star Ruby 2019

Olivine 2018

Smoky Quartz 2017

the edelstein ink of the year variants can be traced back to the wishes of pelikan fans.  
In previous years we collected many color suggestions through our Facebook promotions – and put wonderful shades of ink  

on the market. Inks could be mixed online and given their own, jewel-based name. A jury of 5 Pelikan company representatives 

and 5 Pelikan fans from across the world selected the winner from the most popular colors.

This one had been on the hotlist for a long time: “Golden Beryl,” and it is the 2021 Ink of the Year with its enchanting, glowing  

shade of gold. Developing such an ink is a challenge because the tiny particles must be tolerated well by the 

fountain pen’s ink feeder. If the fountain pen is treated with care and washed under running water 

from time to time, there will be nothing standing in the way of handwriting joy and a golden 

handwriting result. 

golden beryl

good to

Pelikan Edelstein ink is the jewel of all 

inks: a unique formula and a writing 

experience as smooth as silk in 

a beautifully designed flacon. 

* Launch March 2021 19

“The development of a gleaming Edelstein ink is a challenge,  
especially for use in a fountain pen.  

The result, however, is truly worth its weight in gold.”
Jana Jegella, Global Product Manager, Fine Writing Instruments



pelikan hubs

pelikan hub

5,738 fans. 
199 cities.  

46 countries. 
1 passion. 

Our Pelikan Hub 
2019 once again 

showed that this ex- 
ceptional network 

event is growing 
from year to year – 

beyond all national 
borders. 

a hub is a pivot, a focus of activity. For Pelikan fans, a hub is a 

place where they can meet, exchange experiences, and network beyond national 

borders. That is why handwriting enthusiasts all around the world come together 

at Pelikan Hubs to share in their fascination for elegant writing instruments – 

organized by fans, for fans, at 6:30 p.m. local time on specific dates. A delight to 

behold!

“It’s fantastic that so many Pelikan fans are all simultaneously 
connected with each other around the world!” 

Beginning with the first Pelikan Hub in 2014, which counted roughly 900 fans from 

Sydney to Seattle, this had grown to over 5,000 participants worldwide by September 

2019! They show one another unusual Pelikan fountain pen editions and first pur-

chases or bring pens to exchange, always carefully stowed away in soft leather cases. 

They talk, laugh, give each other tips, and celebrate a mutual love of handwriting.  

This is a passionate community of fans that continues to grow larger. 

All ages are represented among the participants. However different these people 

may be, they all have one thing in common: a passion for high-quality Pelikan foun-

tain pens and a love of handwriting. All the information about the Pelikan Hubs can 

be found on our microsite: pelikan-hubs.com

No Pelikan Hub is complete 

without an opportunity 

for participants to try out 

and swap different writing 

instruments. 

pelikan-hubs.com
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Unfortunately  
the 2020 hub has 

had to be canceled 
due to the corona- 

virus pandemic. 
We very much hope 

to be able to meet 
again in 2021! 



behind the
scenes

short cuts

pelikan

magazine

Passion 2

Passion 1

Dive into our world of passion, craftsmanship, and pre- 

cision. Our online media library gives you rare insights  

into the various stages of production, from handling  

the exclusive materials to the completion of our finest 

writing instruments. Visit pelikan-passion.com

informative &  
inspirational
Our website pelikan-passion.com will greet you with comprehensive  

information about our company, a diverse product range, and helpful  

service tips. Keep up to date with all of our news and be the first to hear  

about all of our goings-on through our convenient email newsletter. 

passion
connects
Whether on Facebook or Instagram, the passion for high-quality writing 

instruments is found all across the world. Follow us on our social media 

accounts and experience exciting stories, product news, and a wealth of 

insights into the fascinating world of  Pelikan.

facebook.com/pelikan.passion

instagram.com/pelikan_passion

youtube.com/user/ThePelikanClips/videos art in the 
TintenTurm
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gain insights into the mar-
velous pelikan world at the 
tintenturm “tower of ink,”  
the former head office on  
the pelikan property. The historic 

hall is palatial, providing ample space for 

changing exhibitions, readings, and events.  

Memorabilia from the company’s early  

years is cared for in the Pelikan Museum.  

Creative new products and legendary  

penmen’s and penwomen’s classics can be 

purchased at the Pelikan Shop. The Tinten-

Turm has a special flair it cannot help but 

share!

retrace pelikan’s history.  
Those wishing to step into the unique  

atmosphere of the more than 180 years of 

Pelikan history can join one of the “Around 

the Pelikan TintenTurm” guided tours.  

Register at: tintenturm.de 

The launch issue of our  

customer magazine: lauded 

and awarded. Find the whole 

world of prestigious writing 

instruments at:  

pelikan-passion.com  

We celebrated the launch issue of our customer magazine Passion in 2018, our anniversary  

year. We created a special magazine for handwriting culture, which arouses interest through  

its variety of topics as well as its sleek and elegant design. 

We received a Special Mention at the 2019 German Design Awards for the magazine’s creative 

design, a distinction from one of the world’s most esteemed design competitions. Being  

awarded this title makes us very proud. It also inspires us to seize all our passion and keep  

developing further issues of Passion.

Both customers and retailers are fascinated in equal measure worldwide and demand increases 

with every year. This third issue has been available in stores globally since fall 2020 with a total 

of 43,000 copies in circulation. The next edition of Passion is already eagerly anticipated.



limited editions
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Pelikan has outdone itself 

with its latest work of maki-e 

art: The majestic Kingfisher 

M 1000 is a combination of 

classic craftsmanship and 

traditional Japanese taka 

maki-e and togidashi maki-e 

painting techniques. The 

kingfisher birds and burning 

red leaves create an image of 

a color-filled fall day in Japan. 

rare beauty

We are synonymous with precision. With extraordinary richness 

of detail. With exclusive, unique pieces. This passion is particu- 

larly reflected in everything we do related to limited edition 

pens – design concepts are transformed into fountain pens with 

a love of detail. Like the Seven Wonders of the World, for exam-

ple, which inspire collectors all around the world. The edition 

number on the grip of every pen attests to the uniqueness of 

this limited, one-time edition. Rare beauty that arouses great 

desire.



pelikan passion limited editions

Maki-e is a traditional Japanese craft passed down 

from generation to generation. When translated, the 

name of the technique means “sprinkled picture,” a 

meaning derived from the fine gold and silver dust 

and, occasionally, also the dust of shaved precious 

stones sprinkled across the fountain pen. Mastering 

this intricate art form requires many years of inten-

sive training as well as a high degree of skill. 

All Pelikan Maki-e fountain pens are handmade, 

unique pieces created to last. By using specially 

prepared Urushi lacquer acquired from the sap of the 

East Asian lacquer tree and finely ground precious 

metals, intricate motifs are created in an extremely  

laborious, time-consuming process. The coveted  

Maki-e unique collection is pure luxury. life-long quality

The features of the Maki-e materials are 

unique. Despite its solid consistency, the set 

lacquer maintains a high level of elasticity 

which permanently protects it against the 

development of cracks. The richness of detail 

will continue to amaze even after many 

years. All Pelikan Maki-e-fountain pens are 

handmade, unique pieces created to last.

The number of steps required to 

produce these exceptional motifs 

is very high. The ginkgo leaf is 

lovingly decorated with gold 

plating called “kirigane.” 

On our website, you can watch 

Japanese artist  

Mr. Mushu Yamazaki carry  

out his fascinating work.  

“The art of creating a  

Maki-e-fountain pen.”

sprinkled pictures rich in tradition

unique
works of art  
by the masters

pelikan-passion.com/movie

Maki-e Kingfisher, 2020*

* Only limited quantities available. Already sold out at Pelikan.
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limited editions

We commemorated the 90th anniversary of the piston mechanism with a  

special limited edition: the “Herzstück 1929”*. It brings technical achievement 

into focus with its exquisite design. The large, transparent ink window pro- 

vides a view of the piston and its function. This gives due recognition to the  

importance of the patent, which had enormous implications for all subse- 

quent Pelikan piston fountain pens.

With an entirely black-and-gold finish, the writing instrument strikes a  

particularly exclusive appearance – a characteristic that is also reflected in  

the limited release of 462 pieces worldwide only. The size of the release  

is based on the last three digits of the historic patent number, tying in with  

the milestone development of the piston mechanism.

The individual edition number is finely lasered into the shaft of the fountain 

pen for each collector.

* Only limited quantities available. Already sold out at Pelikan.
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coveted icon

This icon reflects the traditional shape of the 

fountain pen from the M101N series, quint-

essentially Pelikan. The transparent ink win-

dow stretches the length of the ink reservoir, 

giving a view of the pen’s interior. Both the 

curved, beak-like clip and the 18-karat gold 

nib are embellished with a special imprint. 

The historic Pelikan logo, with the original 

four chicks gathered in their nest, decorates 

the “Herzstück 1929” on the nib and at the 

top of the cap. 

historical look and feel 
in a new design



limited editions

* Only limited quantities available. Already sold out at Pelikan.
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seven wonders of the world

The Seven Wonders of the World form a list that brings together architectural  

masterpieces of the Ancient World, which have held deep fascination over the 

centuries with their lasting allure. 

These impressive structures include the Great Pyramids of Giza, the Colossus of 

Rhodes, the Temple of Artemis, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Tomb of  

Mausolos II, the Lighthouse of Alexandria, and the Statue of Zeus at Olympia. 

Pelikan pays tribute to these perfect examples of ancient craftsmanship with its 

exquisite limited edition the Seven Wonders of the World. 

The edition pays homage to Zeus, the 

Greek king of the gods. Pelikan uses him 

as a pattern for its sixth limited edition, 

giving him divine radiance with precious 

materials: Fine rose gold, ebony and ivory 

color shades adorn this magnificent 

edition. Copies are limited to 300 pens 

worldwide.

the statue of zeus* ((20172017))

Every edition is 

offered in a special 

designed gift box.



special         
editions
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a trove of creative treasures

An unbelievable amount of passion is put into our special 

editions. They represent something extraordinary and are 

anything but average in terms of their overall appearance.  

We only reveal the design of our latest special editions shortly 

before putting them on the market, where they are eagerly  

awaited. No model is similar to any other, with our trove  

being filled abundantly with creative treasures. This is what  

it means to bring luxurious writing to perfection. 

The Souverän 805 Ocean 

Swirl sparkles in turquoise 

and green shades that 

change with the lighting. 

An interplay of light and 

shadow reminiscent of 

vast ocean depths.
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special editions

Classic M 205  

Amethyst, 2015*

* Special edition, limited. Sold out at Pelikan.

limited
Classics

violet-white

35

M 605 Souverän

White-Transparent,  

2017*

The classic shape of the Souverän is the perfect basis for our 

special editions. Unfailingly creative ideas give these series 

their individual flair. 

Exceptional materials, colors, and designs are continually 

reinterpreted. The result is extraordinary pens that are highly 

coveted. The editions vary in the types of pen offered –  

whether they come as a fountain, ballpoint, or rollerball  

pen and the sizes that are available. All editions are limited  

and some models are only available in very few numbers.

This special edition is a harmonious 

continuation of our series of striped 

Souverän highlights. With radiant 

violet and white elements made of 

high-grade resin. 
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premium

prestigious perfection 

The search for the perfect symbiosis of classic elegance 

and sophisticated quality will lead you directly to our 

Premium collection. Fine nibs made of 14 or 18-karat gold 

crown each fountain pen. Gold and silver ornamentation 

ensure the unique Pelikan design is completely perfect. In 

these pens you can witness the combination of expertise 

and craftsmanship in one fascinatingly smooth writing 

experience – prestige for highly varied demands and  

preferences. 

Elegant, striped appearance; 

sophisticated technology, a  

coveted piece. Our classic  

Souverän in Black-Blue is a  

favorite in any collection.  
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Pelikan commenced honoring this Damascus patterning technique for its 

model “Toledo” as early as 1931. This artwork is so highly coveted that it has 

continued to spread its magic for decades almost unchanged. Today, the 

decorative barrel is produced from a single piece of 925 sterling silver. Once 

the barrel has received multiple, special treatments, the motif is applied 

using a layer of gold. In the next step, the motif is etched on by hand, with 

the filigree detail giving the motif a life of its own.

Each Toledo writing instrument is a unique piece manufactured in Germany. 

As a result of the taxing craftsmanship required, only a maximum of 50 

instruments per month can be made. Every one of them is a great master-

piece in itself, and a small piece of history.

    an  
artwork
in Spanish 
    style

Whoever owns a  

Toledo writing instru-

ment possesses a  

work of art and a small  

piece of history.
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The art of Damascus patterns is thou-

sands of years old. It comprises an elabo-

rate method of applying ornamentation 

to steel or iron by impressing a thin gold 

film onto the surface. This sophisticated 

technology was brought to Spain by Arab 

settlers, where it was perfected over cen-

turies, especially in the city of Toledo.



The Toledo fountain pens are always automatically  

delivered inside an attractive, black gift box.

Toledo M 900

Fountain pen

Toledo M 700

Fountain pen

toledo® black

ink inspection window

≈ 1.35 ml

ink inspection window

≈ 1.3 ml

Toledo® 900  Black    unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 924 589 924582 M 900
F 924 597 924599 M 900
M 921 387 921383 M 900
B 924 613 924612 M 900

Ball pen 
 - - -

Mechanical pencil  
 - - -

Rollerball  
 - - -

Toledo® 700  Black     unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen
EF 927 806 927804 M 700
F 927 814 927811 M 700
M 927 822 927828 M 700
B 927 830 927835 M 700

Ball pen 
 - - -

Mechanical pencil  
 - - -

Rollerball 
 - - -

premiumpremium
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Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights

Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Gold-plated, hand-engraved 925 sterling silver barrel

41
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souverän®

1950 was the year of birth of our Model 400. Even today, this classic with a 

black-and-green pinstripe sleeve is still considered a symbol of the Pelikan 

brand worldwide. It is our brand ambassador and the company’s flagship 

product. We are extremely proud of our stylish creation having aroused  

unconditional desire for decades now.

In the 1980s, the series was given the name “Souverän,” meaning sovereign  

in German. However, people often refer to it by its colloquial name  

“Stresemann” after the striped suits worn by the German Foreign Minister  

of the same name in the 1920s. This name continues to write history today, 

and will do so in the future too. In a manner befitting a sovereign. Today, this 

fountain pen exists in many variations and, despite the continual refinements 

of the design and technology, its fundamental mechanics remain the same.

In 1929, Pelikan was the first company in 

the world to patent a piston filling mech-

anism. This technology uses two different 

screw threads on the inside of the foun-

tain pen to ensure that the spindle inside 

moves more quickly than the end piece of 

the barrel. As a result, it is very quick and 

easy to refill the pen.

a world-famous classic

premium
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The production of the Souverän sleeve is subject to 

an elaborate process. The typical, striped material is 

made out of cotton based on a formula developed 

specially for Pelikan. It takes months until the block 

providing the stripes is finished, whereupon the 

tailor-made plating is curved and cut into a contour 

using a natural diamond. The characteristic double 

rings are then integrated into the cap and barrel  

with the utmost precision, making sure that the tran- 

sition between the materials is almost seamless. 

The writing instrument is polished until it reaches a 

brilliant luster. 

The famous beak-like clip and Pelikan cap are placed 

on top, forming the crown of the Souverän. Writing 

instruments of various sizes are created to ensure a 

product completely individual and suitable for your 

personal preferences. 

souverän® sizes compared

The design of the Souverän is unique, and 

every fine, connected pinstripe on the  

material shines in individual appearance. 

From Model 300 through to 1000, the 

surfaces are diamond-cut, giving them addi-

tional sheen. Our black models are made of 

high-grade resin, considered the “platinum” 

of all plastic materials, and are self-polish-

ing. They are characterized by an extremely 

rich sheen and their solid, durable surfaces.

made to measure by the masters

hand-selected, unique  
pieces:

premiumpremium

Souverän M 400  
12.7 cm  |  Ø 11.7 mm  |  14.9 g  |  1.3 ml  |  S

Souverän M 600   
13.4 cm  |  Ø 12.4 mm  |  16.4 g  |  1.3 ml  |  M

Souverän M 800   
14.2 cm  |  Ø 13.1 mm  |  28.2 g  |  1.35 ml  |  L

Souverän M 1000   
14.7 cm  |  Ø 14.1 mm  |  32.6 g  |  1.35 ml  |  XL

Souverän pen sizes compared 

Full-size images | Length based on closed pen with cap on
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The Souverän 1000 fountain pens are always automatically  

delivered inside an attractive gift box (G15).

Souverän M 1000

Fountain pen

Souverän M 1000

Fountain pen ≈ 1.35 ml

≈ 1.35 ml

Souverän K 800

Ball pen

twist mechanism

souverän® black-green | black

Souverän® 1000  Black-Green      unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 987 578 987570 M 1000
F 987 586 987587 M 1000
M 987 594 987594 M 1000
B 987 602 987600 M 1000

Ball pen
 - - -

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 - - -

Souverän® 1000  Black      unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen
EF 987 370 987372 M 1000
F 987 388 987389 M 1000
M 987 396 987396 M 1000
B 987 404 987402 M 1000

Ball pen
 - - -

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 - - -

Souverän® 800  Black      unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Ball pen
 987 826 987822 K 800

The models 1000 and 800 have the biggest filling capacity of all piston mechanism models currently available on the market.

ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

premiumpremium
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Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights

Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material

47



Souverän R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball

Souverän M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

Souverän D  600

Mechanical  
pencil

souverän® black-green

Souverän® 800  Black-Green  unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 986 513 986511 M 800
F 986 521 986528 M 800
M 986 539 986535 M 800
B 986 547 986542 M 800

Ball pen
 987 834 987839 K 800

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 987 990 987990 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black-Green  unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen
EF 985 796 985798 M 400
F 985 804 985804 M 400
M 985 812 985811 M 400
B 985 820 985828 M 400

Ball pen
 987 792 987792 K 400

Mechanical pencil
 985 382 985385 D 400

Rollerball
 987 966 987969 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black-Green  unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 979 435 979438 M 600
F 979 443 979445 M 600
M 979 450 979452 M 600
B 979 468 979469 M 600

Ball pen
 979 518 979513 K 600

Mechanical pencil
 979 526 979520 D 600

Rollerball
 979 534 979537 R 600

The above mentioned item numbers refer to the packaging variation within a slim folding box to save storage space. 

If you use these numbers, please order the matching gift box G15 separately (page 133).

premiumpremium
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hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim

M 600, 400, 300: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45  |  The Souverän 1000 can be found on page 47.

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim

24K gold-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material

49



Souverän M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän D  600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

Souverän R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball

Edelstein Ink

Sapphire

page 113

souverän® black-blue

Souverän® 800  Black-Blue  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 986 711 986719 M 800
F 986 729 986726 M 800
M 986 737 986733 M 800
B 986 745 986740 M 800

Ball pen
 987 842 987846 K 800

Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Rollerball 
 988 006 988003 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black-Blue  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen
EF 985 952 985958 M 400
F 985 960 985965 M 400
M 985 978 985972 M 400
B 985 986 985989 M 400

Ball pen
 987 800 987808 K 400

Mechanical pencil
 985 390 985392 D 400

Rollerball 
 987 974 987976 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black-Blue  unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 988 154 988157 M 600
F 988 162 988164 M 600
M 988 170 988171 M 600
B 988 188 988188 M 600

Ball pen
 988 378 988379 K 600

Mechanical pencil
 988 352 988355 D 600

Rollerball
 988 246 988249 R 600

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium
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push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim

M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim

24K gold-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material

eraser under the cap
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Souverän |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän |  600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän |  600

Ball pen

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

Souverän |  600  |  400

Rollerball 

Edelstein Ink

Garnet

page 113

souverän® black-red

Souverän® 400  Black-Red  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 925 131 925138 M 400
F 925 149 925145 M 400
M 925 156 925152 M 400
B 925 172 925176 M 400

Ball pen 
 925 289 925282 K 400

Mechanical pencil 
 925 297 925299 D 400

Rollerball 
 925 305 925305 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black-Red  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 928 903 928900 M 600
F 928 879 928870 M 600
M 928 911 928917 M 600
B 928 887 928887 M 600

Ball pen 
 928 937 928931 K 600

Mechanical pencil 
 928 952 928955 D 600

Rollerball 
 928 945 928948 R 600

Heart box

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium
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push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights

Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material
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Souverän M 800  |  600  |  400

Fountain pen

Souverän D 600

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän K 800  |  600

Ball pen

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

Souverän R 800  |  600  |  400

Rollerball 

souverän® black

Souverän® 800  Black  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 986 133 986139 M 800
F 986 141 986146 M 800
M 986 158 986153 M 800
B 986 166 986160 M 800

Ball pen 
 987 826 987822 K 800

Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Rollerball 
 987 982 987983 R 800

Souverän® 400  Black  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 985 473 985477 M 400
F 985 481 985484 M 400
M 985 499 985491 M 400
B 985 507 985507 M 400

Ball pen 
 987 784 987785 K 400

Mechanical pencil 
 985 374 985378 D 400

Rollerball 
 987 958 987952 R 400

Souverän® 600  Black  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 979 542 979544 M 600
F 979 559 979551 M 600
M 979 567 979568 M 600
B 979 575 979575 M 600

Ball pen 
 979 625 979629 K 600

Mechanical pencil 
 979 633 979636 D 600

Rollerball 
 979 641 979643 R 600

Ink 4001

Brilliant Black

page 119

Leather pouches

pages 127 and 129

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium
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ink inspection window

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

M 800: 18-karat/750 gold with rhodium trim

M 600, 400: 14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45  |  The Souverän 1000 can be found on page 47.

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim or 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim

24K gold-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing
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pelikan passion premium

souverän® white collection

souverän®

white collection

5756

Pelikan has added to its range a new jewelry-like piece that dazzles with purist 

style: the Souverän® 405 Silver-White. The bright, silver sheen underscores 

this elegant interpretation of our Souverän classic. Its pendant, the Souverän® 

400 Tortoiseshell-White, has enraptured Pelikan fans and lit up the market 

since 2004, and together these models offer another perfect alternative to our 

sought-after series in black. 

The light-toned shaft of this timelessly beautiful series is manufactured from 

cellulose acetate through an intensive process. This exceptional material  

corresponds harmoniously with the luxurious stripes so that whether silver  

or tortoiseshell, the design is simply unique. The cap and the other parts of the 

casing give the model its characteristic white radiance.

snowy spirit

You can acquire the Souverän® 405 Silver- 

White as a piston fountain pen or as a 

retractable ballpoint pen.

The Souverän® 400 Tortoiseshell-White is 

available as a piston fountain pen, retract-

able ballpoint pen, mechanical pencil, or 

rollerball pen. 



pelikan passion
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souverän® 400400 silver-white

Souverän® 400  Silver-White   unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 815 451 815453 M 405
F 815 468 815460 M 405
M 815 475 815477 M 405
B 815 482 815484 M 405

Ball pen 
 815 499 815491 K 405

Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Rollerball
 - - -

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium

Edelstein Ink

Moonstone

page 113

Souverän M 400

Fountain pen

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

14-K/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

push-button mechanism

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

NEW!
Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib with rhodium trim | Palladium-plated highlights

Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material
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pelikan passion
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Souverän D 400

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän K 400

Ball pen

Souverän M 400

Fountain pen

Souverän R 400

Rollerball

Edelstein Ink

Jade

page 113

souverän® 400400 tortoiseshell-white

Souverän® 400  Tortoiseshell-White  unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 935 403 935403 M 400
F 935 502 935502 M 400
M 935 429 935427 M 400
B 935 411 935410 M 400

Ball pen 
 935 379 935373 K 400

Mechanical pencil 
 935 361 935366 D 400

Rollerball
 935 585 935588 R 400

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

14-karat/585 gold with rhodium trim

push-button mechanism

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 14K/585 bi-color gold nib with rhodium trim | 24K gold-plated highlights

Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material
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stresemann®

Germany’s foreign minister during the 1920s, Gustav  

Stresemann (born 1878, died 1929), received the 1926 Nobel 

Peace Prize together with Aristide Briand for his Franco- 

German reconciliation work. On top of his outstanding  

political career, Stresemann was also known for a particular 

suit design, a suit that was ideal for official appearances, yet 

that could also be worn casually in the office.

Stresemann frequently wore this suit, made of a refined,  

pinstriped fabric, which in the end became legendary.  

At the same time, Pelikan and its pinstriped fountain pens  

were beginning to take the world by storm and people came to refer to the latter as “Stresemann” too, 

consequently gaining a personality of their own. Back then, we offered our Souverän classics mostly in  

a black/green-striped design.

Today, both the suit as well as these fountain pens bear Stresemann’s name. To pay proper tribute 

to this legend, Pelikan has now officially christened the latest addition to its collection, the Souverän 

with stylish anthracite pinstripes, the “Stresemann.” 

a key personality

His particular suit design 

was mainly characterized  

by pinstriped trousers. These 

trousers form the basis for 

the tribute the collection is 

officially making with the 

title “Stresemann.”

premium
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Souverän M 805 | 605 | 405

Fountain  
pen

Souverän K 805 | 605

Ball pen

Souverän R 805 | 405

Rollerball   

Souverän K 405

Ball pen

souverän® stresemann

Souverän® 805  Stresemann unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 957 654 957658 M 805
F 957 662 957665 M 805
M 957 670 957672 M 805
B 957 688 957689 M 805

Ball pen
 957 514 957511 K 805

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 957 472 957474 R 805

Souverän® 605  Stresemann unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700- 

Fountain pen 
EF 813 556 813558 M 605
F 813 563 813565 M 605
M 813 570 813572 M 605
B 813 587 813589 M 605

Ball pen
 813 594 813596 K 605

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 - - -

Souverän® 405  Stresemann unit  1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen
EF 803 724 803726 M 405
F 803 731 803733 M 405
M 803 748 803740 M 405
B 803 755 803757 M 405

Ball pen
 803 694 803696 K 405

Mechanical pencil
 - - -

Rollerball
 803 892 803894 R 405

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium

Edelstein Ink

Mandarin

page 113
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twist mechanism

M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated

M 605, 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib

Palladium-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material
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souverän® black-blue | silver-plated

Souverän M 805  |  405

Fountain 
pen

Souverän K 805

Ball pen

Souverän K 405

Ball pen

Souverän R 805  |  405

Rollerball

Souverän D 405

Mechanical  
pencil

Packaging: see page 133 also

Souverän® 805  Black-Blue silver-plated      unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 933 507 933508 M 805
F 933 499 933492 M 805
M 933 481 933485 M 805
B 933 523 933522 M 805

Ball pen
 933 697 933690 K 805

Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Rollerball 
 933 663 933669 R 805

Souverän® 405  Black-Blue silver-plated     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 932 772 932778 M 405
F 932 848 932846 M 405
M 932 855 932853 M 405
B 932 756 932754 M 405

Ball pen 
 932 715 932716 K 405

Mechanical pencil 
 932 632 932631 D 405

Rollerball 
 932 988 932983 R 405

premiumpremium
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M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated

M 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

twist mechanism

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib

Palladium-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing | Individual striped cellulose acetate material
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Souverän M 805  |  405

Fountain 
pen

Souverän D 405

Mechanical  
pencil

Souverän K 805

Ball pen

Souverän R 805  |  405

Rollerball 

Souverän K 405

Ball pen

souverän® black | silver-plated

Souverän® 805  Black silver-plated      unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 925 487 925480 M 805
F 925 529 925527 M 805
M 925 578 925572 M 805
B 925 461 925466 M 805

Ball pen 
 926 378 926371 K 805

Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Rollerball 
 926 675 926678 R 805

Souverän® 405  Black silver-plated      unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 924 548 924544 M 405
F 924 555 924551 M 405
M 924 563 924568 M 405
B 924 449 924445 M 405

Ball pen 
 926 238 926234 K 405

Mechanical pencil 
 926 287 926289 D 405

Rollerball
 926 337 926333 R 405

Packaging: see page 133 also

premiumpremium
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ink inspection window

M 805: 18-karat/750 gold completely rhodium-plated

M 405: 14-karat/585 gold completely rhodium-plated

twist mechanism

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

push-button mechanism

one high-performance ink refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Overview of all sizes: see page 45

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 18K/750 completely rhodium-plated gold nib or 14K/585 completely rhodium-plated gold nib

Palladium-plated highlights | Diamond-cut, high-grade resin casing
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The M 205 has decorative 

silver ornamentation and 

our logo in black on the top, 

and enjoys a highly reputable 

standing: It is bound to im-

press you upon first glance. 
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elegance

71

classic series 

The Elegance collection represents your entry into the world 

of high-quality writing instruments. Classic elements such 

as the typical Pelikan beak-like clip and ornamental rings  

on every writing instrument make a clear statement about 

the Pelikan brand. Whether a fountain pen, ballpoint, or 

mechanical pencil: Our decades of experience and flair for 

timeless, classic design are incorporated into each Elegance 

writing instrument. They are truly perfect and unmistakable. 
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classic

elegance

classic and timeless

The writing instruments in these series are the epitome of classical writing culture. Featuring 

a perfect appearance with an unmistakable Pelikan design, they form the elegant writing 

instruments of our timeless, beautiful Classic series. The typical shape of the cap is known 

across the world and enjoys great popularity. 

Pelikan enjoys worldwide renown for its fountain pens. In response to the demand of many 

customers, we have fitted our Classic Series 200 with the practical cartridge filling system.  

This mechanism is particularly attractive for travelers or those who prefer to be able to quickly 

change cartridges. Market needs are always changing, and so are we. 

New to the range is the 200 model in a harmonious combination of pastel green marble 

and muted white. The shaft is slightly transparent and appears to glow warmly. The trans- 

parent ink window is clear and the decorative elements are gold-plated.
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made in germany

Classic series are available  

with golden or silver- 

colored, highly polished 

highlights. All parts in these 

writing instruments are 

manufactured in Germany. 
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Our Classic Series 200 comes featuring two filling systems: 

The piston filling mechanism and, as an alternative to this, the 

cartridge filling system. The classic piston mechanism allows 

you to fill the pen directly from an ink bottle and can be called 

Pelikan’s typical fountain pen mechanism for high-quality 

writing instruments.

We also offer a fantastic product variant for fans of cartridge 

filling systems. You can refill your fountain pen or change its 

writing color by swapping the cartridge. The swap can be done 

quickly: Simply unscrew your writing instrument behind the 

grip and change the cartridge. 

As a result, you can celebrate the pleasure of writing imagina-

tively using both filling systems. 

two filling systems

The cartridge fountain 

pen is available in a  

silver-colored, highly 

polished version under  

the number P 205.

For all fountain pen lovers, we offer the Classic Series 

with two filling systems: the M 200 and the M 205 

comes with the differentiated piston mechanism, 

the P 200 and the P 205 with a cartridge filling  

system. The Classic Series 200, just like the M 200 

and the P 200, comes with gold-plated ornamenta-

tion. The stainless steel nib is gold-plated as well.  

In addition, we offer the fountain pen M 205 and  

P 205 with silver ornamentation and a high-polished 

stainless steel nib. All series are available in nib 

widths EF, F, M, and B.

classic m 200200
with piston filling mechanism

classic p 200200
with cartridge filling system

identical cap

* Size with cap placed onto the backend of the fountain pen.

piston filling mechanism

15 cm*

Ø 12.3 mm

14 g

≈ 1.3 ml

ink inspection window

ring = 24-karat gold-plated

nib = exchangeable

the classic cartridge fountain pen

eleganceelegance
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14.7 cm*

Ø 12.3 mm

12 g

cartridge filling system

front part incl. nib = 
exchangeable

ring = 24-karat gold-plated

≈ 0.75 ml

≈ 1.4 ml
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Classic P 205

Classic M 205 DUO

Classic M 205

Classic M 205

Classic P 200

Classic M 215

Classic M 205

piston filling mechanismpiston filling mechanism

cartridge filling system cartridge filling system

overview of the classics

eleganceelegance

Classic M 200

Classic M 200

Classic M 200

Classic M 200

for use with ink bottle

for use with ink cartridge (1x GTP large or 2x TP small) 

for use with converter      
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ink inspection window

ink inspection window

yellow transparent high-quality resin

ink inspection window

ink inspection window

opaque, individual marbled material

light transparent, individual marbled material

Classic 200 Gold | Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism or cartridge filling system | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing

Classic 205/215 Silver | Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism or cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing

brass shaft with high-grade finish
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Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

classic 200200 color collection | pastel green

eleganceelegance

Leather pouches 

pages 127 and 129

Ink 4001

dark-green 

page 119

The Color Collection will be  

delivered in a color-matching case.
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ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 200  Pastel Green    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen   
EF  815 291 815293  M 200
F  815 307 815309  M 200
M  815 314 815316  M 200
B  815 321 815323 M 200
 
Ball pen 
 815 338 815330 K 200
 
Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing | Light transparent, custom-marbled material
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Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

Edelstein Ink

Mandarin

page 113

classic 200200 brown-marbled

eleganceelegance
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ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 200  Brown-Marbled    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen   
EF  808 835 808837  M 200
F  808 842 808844  M 200
M  808 859 808851  M 200
B  808 866 808868 M 200
 
Ball pen 
 808 965 808967 K 200
 
Mechanical pencil 
 - - -

The above mentioned item numbers refer to the packaging variation within a slim folding box to save storage space. 

If you use these numbers, please order the matching gift box G 5 separately (page 133).

Gift box G 5

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing | Opaque, custom-marbled material
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Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

Classic D 200

Mechanical  
pencil

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mm

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

push-button mechanism

classic 200200 green-marbled

eleganceelegance

Edelstein Ink

Aventurine

page 113
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one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 200  Green-Marbled    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen   
EF  801 768  801760  M 200
F  984 187  984180  M 200
M  984 195  984197  M 200
B  984 203  984203  M 200
 
Ball pen 
 987 727 987723 K 200
 
Mechanical pencil 
 983 270 983275 D 200

Gift box G 5

Packaging: see page 133 also

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing | Opaque, custom-marbled material
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You can also use the ink from an ink bottle in a cartridge  
fountain pen by simply using a converter.

P 200: converter possible, page 123

P 200 with different barrel design  
than piston fountain pen M 200

classic 200200 black | cartridge fountain pen

Classic P 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

Classic D 200

Mechanical  
pencil

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mmpush-button mechanism

eleganceelegance
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one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 200  Black    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system  
EF  930 354  930354  P 200
F  930 412  930415  P 200
M  930 479  930477  P 200
B  930 529  930521  P 200
 
Ball pen
 987 719 987716 K 200
 
Mechanical pencil  
 983 262 983268 D 200

Gift box G 5

Packaging: see page 133 also

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing
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Edelstein Ink

Onyx

page 113

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

classic 200200 black

Classic M 200

Fountain pen

Classic K 200 

Ball pen

Classic D 200

Mechanical  
pencil

push-button mechanism

hi-polymer lead, 0.7 mmpush-button mechanism

Classic 200  Black    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen  
F 984 104 984104 M 200
M 984 112 984111 M 200
B 984 120 984128 M 200

Ball pen
 987 719 987716 K 200

Mechanical pencil 
 983 262 983268 D 200

eleganceelegance
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one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Packaging: see page 133 also

Gift box G 5

eraser under the cap

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | 24K gold-plated stainless steel nib | 24K gold-plated highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing
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Ink 4001 

Royal Blue

page 119

classic 205205 blue-marbled

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

eleganceelegance
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ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 205  Blue-Marbled    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen    
EF  801 904  801906  M 205
F  801 911  801913  M 205
M  801 928  801920  M 205
B  801 935  801937  M 205
 
Ball pen
 801 942 801944 K 205
 

Packaging: see page 133 also

Gift box G 5

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing | Opaque, custom-marbled material
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Edelstein Ink

Sapphire

page 115

classic 205205 black | cartridge fountain pen

You can also use the ink from an ink bottle in a cartridge  
fountain pen by simply using a converter.

P 200: converter possible, page 123

Classic P 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

push-button mechanism

eleganceelegance
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one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Packaging: see page 133 also

Classic 205  Black     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system  
EF  930 651  930651  P 205
F  930 735  930736  P 205
M  930 859  930859  P 205
B  930 883  930880  P 205

Ball pen 
 971 861 971869 K 205

Gift box G 5

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing
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pelikan passion

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

push-button mechanism

Classic M 205

Fountain pen

Classic K 205 

Ball pen

push-button mechanism
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Optional: The 
perfect gift box 
for a wedding or 
Valentine’s Day.

≈ 1.3 ml 

≈ 1.3 ml 

ink inspection window

ink inspection window

classic 205205 black | white

eleganceelegance
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one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Classic 205  White      unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen  
F 972 232 972231 M 205
M 972 208 972200 M 205
B 972 182 972187 M 205

Ball pen
 971 929 971920 K 205

Classic 205  Black     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen  
F 972 075 972071 M 205
M 971 986 972982 M 205
B 971 945 972944 M 205

Ball pen 
 971 861 971869 K 205

Gift box G 5

These Classic 205 writing instruments are always automatically delivered inside the attractive gift box G 5.

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights

High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing



Tinte 4001

violet

page 119

classic 215215 black | rings

Classic M 215

Fountain pen

Classic K 215 

Ball pen

≈ 1.3 ml 

push-button mechanism

eleganceelegance
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ink inspection window

one high-capacity refill M included,

writing color black

Packaging: see page 133 also

Classic 215  Rings     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Fountain pen 
EF 948 372 948373 M 215
F 948 364 948366 M 215
M 948 356 948359 M 215
B 948 349 948342 M 215

Ball pen 
 948 331 948335 K 215

Gift box G 5

Fountain pen with piston filling mechanism | Polished stainless steel nib | Silver-colored, highly polished highlights

Brass shaft with high-grade finish | High-gloss, polished high-grade resin casing
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Our Classic Highlighter DUO combines 

two core functions at once. Firstly, you 

can mark important lines that need to 

stand out in a text, while secondly, you 

can also jot down your own thoughts. 

This innovative writing instrument is 

thus a fountain pen and highlighter at 

once. The smooth writing experience 

and vibrant, specially developed ink are 

highly impressive. So impressive that 

the highlighter has already received 

multiple awards.

Yellow

Green

classic
highlighter

an innovative classic

yellow transparent high-quality resinsilver-colored, highly polished highlights

piston mechanism stainless steel, BB, polished

elegance

Classic M 205 DUO

Fountain pen

Classic 205 DUO Highlighter – Special Edition  unit 1

nib/color order no.  EAN match code
   4012700-

Fountain pen with highlighter ink 
BB 975 524 975522 M 205 DUO
 
Highlighter ink*, 30 ml 
Yellow  344 879 344878 78 GE
Green  339 580 339584 78 LG

* The highlighter ink should only be used with the fountain pen 205 DUO Highlighter exclusively.  
 Ink feeder and ink are especially developed to work out in combination.
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elegance

The stylish PURA® is characterized by its angles. Its clean design and classic 

lines give it an incredibly straight lined feel, making for sheer handwriting joy!  

Its internal features are also thoroughly impressive, with double-anodized 

aluminum ensuring an abundantly confident style in a balanced interplay of 

matte color tones and glossy silver surfaces. An example of quality in its most 

elegant form. 

Our PURA® 2020 series is showing its colors – new colors. Anthracite and  

Petrol, two very cool tones, make for a powerful mix in our range and  

replace classic Black-Silver and Blue-Silver. Three additional on-trend colors  

also spice up the previous color palette: Bordeaux, Mocha, and Deep Green,  

all shrouded in a warm aura. The subtle silver finish remains unchanged 

throughout the range. All color variants in the series are available as cartridge 

fountain pens, ballpoint pens, and rollerball pens, offering sheer handwriting 

joy for any writing preference.

PURA® Black-Silver and PURA® Blue-Silver 

are available while stocks last.  

They will be replaced by the new colors 

PURA® Anthracite and PURA® Petrol.
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colorful variety

a diverse range 
of colors 



pura® silver | mocha

eleganceelegance

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball
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one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

Pura®  Silver     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012- 

Fountain pen
EF 951 962 7415 P 40
F 951 954 7408 P 40
M 951 970 7422 P 40
B 951 988 7439 P 40

Ball pen 
 951 996 7446 K 40

Rollerball 
 952 010 7460 R 40

Pura®  Mocha     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700- 

Fountain pen
EF - - -
F 817 219 817211 P 40
M 817 226 817228 P 40
B 817 233 817235 P 40

Ball pen 
 817 424 817426 K 40

Rollerball 
 817 479 817471 R 40

NEW!

Pura writing instruments are always delivered in a folding box. For gift presents please order G5 box separately.

Gift box G 5,

see page 133

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish

Flexible, spring-loaded clip
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pura® anthracite | petrol

eleganceelegance

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Edelstein Ink

Topaz, page 115
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one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

Pura®  Anthracite     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700- 

Fountain pen
EF - - -
F 817 127 817129 P 40
M 817 134 817136 P 40
B 817 141 817143 P 40

Ball pen 
 817 394 817396 K 40

Rollerball 
 817 448 817440 R 40

Pura®  Petrol     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700- 

Fountain pen
EF - - -
F 817 158 817150 P 40
M 817 165 817167 P 40
B 817 172 817174 P 40

Ball pen 
 817 400 817402 K 40

Rollerball 
 817 455 817457 R 40

NEW!

NEW!

Pura writing instruments are always delivered in a folding box. For gift presents please order G5 box separately.

Gift box G 5,

see page 133

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish

Flexible, spring-loaded clip
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pura® bordeaux | deep green

eleganceelegance

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

You can also use the ink from an ink bottle in a cartridge  
fountain pen by simply using a converter.

P 200: converter possible, page 123
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one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

Pura®  Bordeaux     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700- 

Fountain pen
EF - - -
F 817 189 817181 P 40
M 817 196 817198 P 40
B 817 202 817204 P 40

Ball pen 
 817 417 817419 K 40

Rollerball 
 817 462 817464 R 40

Pura®  Deep Green     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4012700- 

Fountain pen
EF - - -
F 817 493 817495 P 40
M 817 509 817501 P 40
B 817 516 817518 P 40

Ball pen 
 817 431 817433 K 40

Rollerball 
 817 486 817488 R 40

NEW!

NEW!

Pura writing instruments are always delivered in a folding box. For gift presents please order G5 box separately.

Gift box G 5,

see page 133

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish

Flexible, spring-loaded clip
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eleganceelegance

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura P 40  |  Fountain pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura K 40  |  Ball pen

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

Pura R 40  |  Rollerball

twist mechanism

twist mechanism

pura® blue-silver | black-silver
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one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-performance ink refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

one high-capacity refill M included, writing color black

polished stainless steel nib

polished stainless steel nib

Pura® Black-Silver    unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
  4080-
  
Fountain pen  
EF 904 904 6518 P 40
F 995 282 6525 P 40
M 995 290 6532 P 40
B 995 357 6549 P 40

Ball pen
 995 423 6655 K 40

Rollerball 
 995 449 6433 R 40

Pura®  Blue-Silver     unit 1

nib order no.  EAN match code
   4012- 

Fountain pen
EF 954 891 7507 P 40
F 954 883 7491 P 40
M 954 909 7514 P 40
B 954 917 7521 P 40

Ball pen 
 954 925 7538 K 40

Rollerball 
 954 941 7552 R 40

Pura writing instruments are always delivered in a folding box. For gift presents please order G5 box separately.

Gift box G 5,

see page 133

Fountain pen with cartridge filling system | Polished stainless steel nib | High-grade, anodized aluminum casing with matte and glossy surface finish

Flexible, spring-loaded clip
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accessories

a world of prestige 

The selection of original Pelikan accessories is multiplex. 

They are that extra something that tops off our range.  

A soft leather pouch, for example, provides optimal pro-

tection for your writing instrument. Our first-class ink has 

such brilliant pigments that it will make your handwriting 

radiate, whether you use our classic 4001 or our Edelstein 

ink with a particularly smooth writing quality. All of our 

accessories exist in beautiful harmony with each other.

Our Edelstein ink collection is 

also a visual attraction. The 

exceptional design of the flacon 

has already become a collector’s 

item.



edelstein® 
ink collection
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Moonstone:  

Edelstein Ink of the Year 2020 * Available from March 2021

For decades, Pelikan has stood for high-quality, presti-

gious inks. In 2012 we started a completely new chap-

ter in the world of inks with our exclusive Edelstein Ink 

Collection. This represented a milestone in the history 

of Pelikan.

The Edelstein ink consists of nine brilliant colors cor- 

responding to famous precious stones from around  

the world. Due to the unique formula, the ink enables  

a particularly smooth writing experience while  

simultaneously caring for your pen from within. The 

prestigious bottle’s design is reminiscent of a cut dia-

mond, which gives the entire collection an extremely 

elegant touch.

Eight of the Edelstein ink 

colors are also available in 

our regular range as ink 

cartridges with an elegant 

metal case. Ideal for  

combining with the Classic 

P 200, P 205 and PURA®.

a brilliant ink collection

accessories

edelstein ink of the year
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The Ink of the Year is very much a special 

highlight. Each year we present a new  

Edelstein Ink of the Year limited to just  

that calendar year. What is special about 

Moonstone 2020 is that this gleaming ink 

is also available in a set with the matching 

Classic M 205 Moonstone writing instru-

ment (limited availability). In 2021 it will be 

the Edelstein Ink of the Year “Golden Beryl”*.



Edelstein Ink Collection

for all fountain pens

Edelstein Ink presenter

dimensions 

20 x 6 x 12 cm

Available as:

ink bottle

ink cartridge

accessoriesaccessories

50 ml

dimensions 7.5 x 4.3 x 6.5 cm

INK OF THE YEAR

®

Golden Beryl | 2021

Olivine | 2018

Moonstone | 2020

Golden Beryl | 2021

Star Ruby | 2019

Smoky Quartz | 2017

Aquamarine

Garnet

Jade

Onyx

Mandarin

Topaz

Tanzanite

Aventurine

Sapphire
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Please contact your sales representative for matters regarding decoration material.

Edelstein® Ink 
color order no.  EAN match code units
  4012700-

50 ml
Golden Beryl 2021*/** 301 626 301628 EIGS 4
Moonstone 2020* 300 827 300829 EISG 4
Star Ruby 2019* 300 780 300782 EISR 4
Olivine 2018* 300 674 300676 EIOG 4
Smoky Quartz 2017* 300 247 300249 EISQ 4
Aquamarine 300 025 300027 EIAQ 4
Garnet 339 747 339744 EIGA 4
Mandarin 339 341 339348 EIO 4
Aventurine 339 366 339362 EIGR 4
Jade 339 374 339379 EIG 4
Topaz 339 382 339386 EIBV 4
Sapphire 339 390 399393 EIB  4
Onyx  339 408 399409 EIS 4
Tanzanite 339 226 339225  EIBS 4
Set of eight*** 670 802 670809 EISET 1

*   Ink of the year – limited availability 
**   Launch 03/2021
*** Contains: 1x Garnet, Mandarin, Aventurine, Jade, Topaz, Sapphire, Onyx and Tanzanite
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Edelstein Ink Collection

for all cartridge-style fountain pens

≈ 1.4 ml

Aquamarine

Garnet

Onyx

Topaz

Tanzanite

Aventurine

Sapphire

Ruby

6 x ≈ 1.4 ml

dimensions

8.1 x 4.9 x 0.9 cm

Available as:

ink bottle

ink cartridge

accessoriesaccessories
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Edelstein® Ink cartridge 
color order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700- 

GTP  metal case
Aquamarine 300 100  300102  EIAQT6 5
Garnet 339 648  339645 EIGAT6 5
Ruby* 339 663  339669 EIRT6 5
Aventurine 339 671  339676 EIGRT6 5
Topaz 339 655  339652 EIVT6 5
Sapphire 339 630  339638 EIBT6 5
Onyx  339 622  339621 EIST6 5
Tanzanite 339 689  339683 EIBST6 5

Please contact your sales representative for matters regarding decoration material.

Edelstein Ink cartridge display

dimensions 

20 x 6 x 12 cm

* Availability while stocks last

Each metal box contains six Edelstein ink cartridges.
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New in range:

4001® pink in a bottle

NEW!

Our 4001® inks are part of a number of our products that have proven them-

selves over many decades. First mentioned in a document from 1897, they 

are still a highly important product for any friend of the Pelikan brand today. 

Thanks to the formula which has been perfected down to the finest detail,  

the proven quality of the 4001® inks is consistently assured. They guarantee  

an even flow of ink, powerful written expression, and vibrant color. A true jack 

of all trades.

The shape of the 4001® ink bottle makes it easy to refill your fountain pen  

at any time: Should the ink be nearing its end, you can absorb the last drops 

left by turning the bottle on its side. 

The legendary 4001® is a classic among inks. It enjoys renown all across the 

world.

genuine renown

accessories

tinte 40014001®
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Available as: 

ink bottle 

ink cartridge 

accessoriesaccessories

Türkis

Blau-Schwarz

Brillant-Rot

Pink

Brillant-Schwarz

Dunkelgrün

Brillant-Braun Violett

Königsblau
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Ink 4001® 

Ink cartridge GTP/5

Ink 4001® 

for all fountain pens

Royal blue

Ink cartridge TP/6 ≈ 0.8 ml

≈ 1.4 ml

30 ml

dimensions
5.2 x 5.6 x 3.4 cm

62.5 ml

dimensions
6.5 x 6.4 x 3.6 cm

Brilliant red

Brilliant black

Dark-green

Brilliant brown

Turquoise

Pink

Violet

Royal blue

Blue black

The ink color “Royal blue” is washable and can be erased with an ink eradicator.

4001® ink cartridge 
color order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-   

4001 GTP/5
Royal blue  310 748 310743 GTP/5 50
Blue black  310 607 310606 GTP/5 10
Brilliant black  310 615 310613 GTP/5 10
Brilliant red  310 623 310620 GTP/5 10
Dark-green  300 070 300072 GTP/5 10
Violet  310 664 310668 GTP/5 10
Turquoise  310 656 310651 GTP/5 10
Pink  310 672 310675 GTP/5 10

4001 TP/6
Royal blue  301 176 301178 TP/6 50
Blue black  301 184 301185 TP/6 10
Brilliant black 301 218 301215 TP/6 10
Brilliant red  301 192 301192 TP/6 10
Dark-green  300 087 300089 TP/6 10
Brilliant brown  311 928 311924 TP/6 10
Violet  301 697 301697 TP/6 10
Turquoise 301 705 301703 TP/6 10
Pink  321 075 321077 TP/6 10

4001® bottle  
color order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-   

30 ml
Royal blue  301 010 301017 78 12
Blue black  301 028 301024 78 6
Brilliant black  301 051 301055 78 12
Brilliant red  301 036 301031 78 6
Dark-green  300 056 300058 78 6 
Brilliant brown  311 902 311900 78 6
Violet  311 886 311887 78 6
Turquoise  311 894 311894 78 6
Pink  301 343 301345 78 6

62.5 ml
Royal blue  329 136 329134 76 12
Blue black  329 151 329158 76 12
Brilliant black  329 144 329141 76 12
Brilliant red  329 169 329165 76 12
Dark-green  300 063 300065 76 12
Brilliant brown  329 185 329189 76 12
Violet  329 193 329196 76 12
Turquoise  329 201 329202 76 12
Pink  301 350 301352 76 12
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good to

 4001® Blue black

Our 4001 ink in a blue/black tone can be categorized as relatively lightfast. It is an iron gall 

ink, which means that it is far more permanent than, for example, the 4001 in Royal Blue or 

Brilliant Black. 

Thanks to the special ingredients in the formula, it can be used in both piston and cartridge 

fountain pens. Over time, the color of the ink changes from blue/black to gray, though the 

ink will always remain visible. 

During development we made sure that the concentration of iron gall is low enough to 

avoid corrosion. Consequently, the ink does not decompose the paper used.

The flow of ink and width of the nib determine the thickness of the stroke made on the 

paper. The absorbing capacity of the paper also determines how much ink can  

be applied. One factor that also plays a very decisive role is the amount of time that the ink 

has been exposed to the light for.

This ink is not document proofed. We recommend “Fount India”  

to all customers seeking an ink that is even more permanent than  

our 4001.

 Fount India®

This ink is opaque and lightfast, forming part of our document-proof category of inks.  

Fount India can be used in piston fountain pens or, with a converter, in cartridge pens too. 

Carbon pigment is a component of the Fount India formula. As a result, this ink possesses 

almost the same level of lightfastness as our Scribtol ink.

What is important, however, is that the ink does not dry out or dry up completely in your 

fountain pen. To avoid this happening, you should regularly rinse out your pen with cold 

water. pelikan-passion.com/fount-india

4001 | Blue black

Scribtol*

Fount India

 Scribtol

The most durable ink in our range is Scribtol. It provides good coverage and is 

lightfast as well as being non-fade, so that this ink can be categorized as docu-

ment-proof. Due to its composition, which allows it to achieve such a high level of 

permanence, it is unsuitable for fountain pens. We mainly recommend Scribtol for 

use with dip or nib pens. 

high lightfastness document-proof and nonfading

lightfast

very lightfast

most lightfast

accessories accessories

Red

Black

Blue

Tinte 4001

Blue black

page 113

Ballpoint 

refills

page 117

Our range offers three various inks that 

possess a different degree of lightfastness 

on account of their special composition. 

Every product is still subject to  

Pelikan’s demanding quality  

control. 
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Document-proof ink  
  order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-   

30 ml
Scribtol*  221 135 221131 518 10

* Not for fountain pens

Very lightfast ink
  order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-   

30 ml
Fount India  221 143 221148 518s 6
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 Ballpoint refills

Our ballpoint refills in blue, black, and red colors satisfy all 

the criteria imposed on document-proof inks. These criteria 

include: smudge resistance, erasability, lightfastness, and 

water resistance. The special ballpoint paste is fast-drying, 

cannot be modified, and cannot be removed without leaving 

a trace. The ink also remains legible after a defined period 

of exposure to sunlight, which means that it cannot fade 

beyond a certain degree. If the ink comes into contact with 

water and runs, the lines of the writing still remain visible. 

The paste for ballpoint refills 337 and 38 is document-proof 

under ISO 12757-2. 



Converter

≈ 0.75 ml

Ballpoint refill 337

document-proof ink as defined by ISO 12757-2 for all models (except K 300)

Ballpoint refill 38

document-proof ink as defined by ISO 12757-2for K 300

Rollerball refill 338

for all models

Eraser for mechanical pencils D 600 – D 805 | Ductus | Epoch

for cartridge fountain pens

accessoriesaccessories
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Converter 
color order no.  EAN match code units
  4012700-  

Converter 
 999 128 999122 C 499 5

Ballpoint refill 
color order no.  EAN match code units
  4012700-  

337 
Blue F (0.8 mm Ø) 915 421 915429 337 F 5
Blue M (1.0 mm Ø) 915 439 915436 337 M 5
Blue B (1.2 mm Ø) 915 447 915443 337 B 5
Red M (1.0 mm Ø) 915 389 915382 337 M 5
Black F (0.8 mm Ø) 915 397 915399 337 F 5
Black M (1.0 mm Ø) 915 405 915405 337 M 5
Black B (1.2 mm Ø) 915 413 915412 337 B 5

38 
Blue (1.0 mm Ø)  905 406 905406 38 M 5
Red (1.0 mm Ø) 905 422 905420 38 M 5
Black (1.0 mm Ø) 905 414 905413 38 M 5

Rollerball refill 
color order no.  EAN match code units
  4012700-  

338  
Blue F  (0.8 mm Ø) 908 467 908469 338 F 10
Blue M (1.0 mm Ø) 922 187 922182 338 M 10
Blue B (1.2 mm Ø) 977 470 977472 338 B 10
Black F (0.8 mm Ø) 908 483 908483 338 F 10
Black M (1.0 mm Ø) 922 179 922175 338 M 10
Black B (1.2 mm Ø) 957 027 957023 338 B 10

Eraser 
color order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-  

for series D 300
 905 448  905444 RD 300 5

for series D 150 | 200 | 215 | 400 | 405 (with pin)
 927 269 927262 RD 400 5

for series D 600 | 800 | 805 
 982 009 982001 RD 600 5
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pelikan passion
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pen cases

In order for you to enjoy decades of writing pleasure with your writing instrument, you should 

protect it the best way possible. Our Pelikan cases for writing instruments are the ideal choice 

for this and brilliantly safeguard your Pelikan investment. Modern or classic? Patent or smooth 

leather? It is your choice.

Our classic leather cases in black or black/green are the perfect accessories for all situations. 

You can safely store one, two, or three writing instruments in them. They are an elegant  

accessory and come in two versions: in top-grain leather or as smooth nappa leather. Soft as 

silk and with a black lining. 

The colorful, patent leather cases with high-quality zipper are the cherry on top when it comes 

to modern accessories. They are available as a case for two and make a vibrant statement in 

three attractive colors.

optimally equipped

accessories
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Green
patent leather*

Black top-grain

Black nappa

* Only limited quantities available. Please contact your sales representative for more information.

Patent leather pouches    unit 1

suitable for order no.  EAN match code
  4012700-

Green* 
for two  973 305 973306 TG181 

  
Leather pouches      unit 1

Black top-grain 
for two  958 025 958020 TGX2E

Black nappa 
for two  958 017 958013 TGX2N
 

Genuine leather  

dimensions  

16.0 x 5.9 x 2.5 cm

nylon trim

flexible loops inside

zipper with Pelikan logo

patent leather

top-grain leather

soft nappa leather

accessoriesaccessories
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Delivered without contents
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dimensions

Leather pouches      unit 1

Black  
for one  923 409 923400 TG11
for two  923 417 923417 TG21
for three   923 433 923431 TG31

Black-Green  
for one  923 524 923523 TG12
for two  923 722 923721 TG22
for three  924 092 924094 TG32 
 

Genuine leather 

accessoriesaccessories
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cowhide

Black 

for one, two, and three 
writing instruments

Black-Green 

for one, two, and three 
writing instruments

12.6 x 2.7 x 2.3 cm 13.4 x 3.5 x 2.3 cm 14.0 x 5.7 x 2.3 cm
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an elegant storage solution
Once bitten by the collector’s spirit, it is very difficult to stop – and that is something any collector will 

confirm. However, there sadly does come a point where a solution must be found to store all the acquired 

treasures. Pelikan has for this reason created a collector’s chest that satisfies every need while being 

stunning to look at and convenient to use.

The collector’s chest provides space for 24 writing instruments, with even the large Souverän® M 1000 

fitting inside perfectly. The frame is made of durable MDF finished with a high-quality wooden veneer and 

a protective, transparent varnish. To avoid scratching the writing instruments stored inside, the pen holder 

inserts are covered in artificial leather in a cream color.

There is a transparent panel made of safety glass that allows for an admiring gaze at the collection at any 

time. The plastic feet ensure that the chest can also be placed on more sensitive surfaces. The Pelikan logo 

can be found on the front as well as on the back. 

dimensions: 25.0 x 21.2 x 13.5 cm

MDF

Rubber feet

Safety glass (4 mm)

Faux leather

collectors’  
 box

accessories
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Collectors’ Box
  order no.  EAN match code units
   4012700-   

Collectors’ Box
for 24 writing instruments 806 695 806697 SBOX 1

Delivered without contents
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accessoriesaccessories

Gift box G  5
for one or two writing instruments

dimensions 

18 x 7.6 x 3 cm

Gift box GS 5

Gift box standard G 15

dimensions 

20 x 19.8 x 5.2 cm

for one bottle or cartridge Edelstein Ink and one or two writing instruments

dimensions 

19.8 x 8.8 x 5.5 cm

for one or two writing instruments
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Pelikan seal

Gift box    
suitable for order no.  EAN units match code
  4012700- 

G 15 standard 
 998 278 998279 1 G 15

G 5
 922 500 922502 1 G 5

GS 5
  811 811 811813 1 GS 5

All gift boxes include a small customer brochure and warranty card. 
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Gift box does 

not include 

ink bottle



contact

Picture credits

Pages 8/9, shutterstock

Page 20, shutterstock

Page 63, Gustav Stresemann, Bundesarchiv

All further pictures are property of Pelikan.

“The love of writing has awoken  

my fantasies and helps the nib glide 

as smooth as silk across the paper.  

Line for line, directly to your heart.”

Certificate 

The Pelikan Group has been certified 
according to ISO 9001 and 14001.

The Pelikan Group is a member of the Business 
Social Compliance Initiative.

Contact 

Pelikan Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG
Werftstraße 9
30163 Hannover | Germany

P.O. Box 11 07 55
30102 Hannover | Germany

tel. +49-511-6969-0
fax +49-511-6969-212

e-mail international@pelikan.com
web www.pelikan-passion.com
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All writing instruments are manufactured in Germany.

Errors and omissions excepted
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Handmade in Germany


